Social Media Disclaimer

Boston Children’s Health Physicians, LLP (“BCHP”) encourages open discussion on our social media sites.

BCHP cannot offer medical advice, diagnosis or treatment through our social media sites. If you have a question about your specific medical condition, you should contact your doctor or other qualified healthcare professional. Nothing on our social media sites should be construed to constitute the practice of medicine, as giving medical advice, suggesting a course of action for a medical condition, or as a substitute for consulting your health care provider for any medical condition you may have. FOR A MEDICAL EMERGENCY, CALL YOUR DOCTOR OR 911 IMMEDIATELY.

Postings on our social media sites and links to other websites do not necessarily reflect the views of BCHP. If BCHP chooses to follow another user or feature another social media post, we are not endorsing that user or content. BCHP does not moderate or censor comments, but we reserve the right to delete inappropriate comments (e.g., abusive comments, defamatory statements, or comments that violate the privacy of our patients and/or families).

Please exercise caution when posting information about yourself on our social media sites and do not disclose personal health information or other personal information. In the event that you do transmit such information, you do so at your own risk. BCHP has no responsibility for and shall have no liability in connection with the confidentiality or security for any personal health information or other personal information that you disclose.

BCHP is committed to protecting the privacy of children. You should be aware that our social media sites are not intended or designed to attract children under the age of 13. If you are under 13, do not use or provide any information on our social media sites.

By submitting content to any of BCHP’s social media sites, you understand and acknowledge that this information is available to the public, and that BCHP may use this information for internal and external promotional purposes and fundraising purposes. Please note that other participants may use your posted information beyond the control of BCHP. If you do not wish to have the information you have made available via this site used, published, copied and/or reprinted, please do not post on this page.

BCHP and its directors, officers, employees and shall not be liable for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, consequential, or punitive damages arising from, or directly or indirectly related to, the use of, or the inability to use, BCHP social media or related content.

You agree to indemnify, defend and hold BCHP, its respective officers, directors, and employees harmless from all claims or demands, including reasonable attorney’s fees, made by any third party due to or allegedly arising out of your use of or access to BCHP’s social media sites.